In the context of geo-data infrastructures users may want to combine data from different sources and expect consistent data. If both datasets are maintained separately, different capturing methods and intervals leads to inconsistencies in geometry and semantic, even if the same reality has been modelled. Our project aims to automatically harmonize such datasets and to allow an efficient actualisation of the semantics. The application domain in our project is cadastral and topographic datasets. To resolve geometric conflicts between topographic and cadastral data a local nearest neighbour method was used to identify perpendicular distances between a node in the topographic and an edge in the cadastral dataset. The perpendicular distances are reduced iteratively in a constraint least squares adjustment (LSA) process moving the coordinates from node and edge towards each other. The adjustment result has to be checked for conflicts caused by the movement of the coordinates in the LSA. The correct choice of matching partners has a major influence on the result of the LSA. If wrong matching partners are linked a wrong adaptation is derived. Therefore we present an improved matching method, where we take distance, orientation and semantic similarity of the neighbouring objects into account. Using Machine Learning techniques we obtain corresponding land-use classes. From these a measurement for the semantic distance is derived. It is combined with the orientation difference to generate a matching probability for the two matching candidates. Examples show the benefit of the proposed similarity measure.
INTRODUCTION
Reliable vector databases play an important role in various applications and activities. National mapping agencies provide data, as topographic datasets of different resolutions, often also cadastral datasets. In Germany, the topographic and the cadastral data are acquired independently using different techniques and they are also maintained independently. As these processes are somehow redundant, the two databases should be harmonized to reduce the costs for maintaining and updating both databases. The German cadastral database, called ALKIS, is based on a reference scale of 1:1.000 and represents all land parcels in the form of polygons to build a reference to their ownership. To acquire data for this database mainly terrestrial local measurements, like tachymetry, are used to obtain vector data with high accuracy and density. These measurements are triggered on certain change events such as splitting up a land parcel. The German topographical database, referred to as ATKIS, is based on a reference scale of 1:10.000. Due to the smaller scale, several certain objects are represented as polyline features, like road-or river networks. Several acquisition techniques are used for updating this database which can be classified as more global overview, like aerial images or changes in the restrict use of parcels. As polygons in this database do not represent the corresponding land parcels, but their usage, several parcels in ALKIS could be aggregated to form one polygon in ATKIS. The updating of this topographical database is triggered in given time cycles to obtain a harmonic actuality.
Overlaying the two representations of topographic and cadastral objects reveals differences in the objects (see Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. Overlay of ALKIS (filled) and ATKIS (hollow violet boundaries)
These differences can be explained by the following factors: -Different scale, resulting in different geometric resolution; this leads to a different density of points describing an object, and also different accuracies -Different scale, resulting in different semantic resolution, also leading to different classification schemes: in ATKIS there are object classes describing mixed usage (e.g. settlements, vegetation) -Different data models: e.g. in ATKIS roads are modelled as lines, whereas in ALKIS they are represented as polygons -Different definition of objects: whereas in ALKIS the property plays a major role, thus, the usage of individual properties is described; in ATKIS the topographic aspect is highlighted. This leads e.g. to the effect that in ATKIS a lake is defined by the water body, whereas in ALKIS also the surrounding shore is included. -Errors in data capture -Differences due to different acquisition time
The specifics in the problem addressed in the paper is that the goal is to have a consistent and visually convincing result, where parts of object boundaries of corresponding objects which are in a local vicinity do match. Thus, it is not required that a whole object is adapted, but only parts of the object boundaries, which are close to each other. This leads to the following problem: -Given two datasets with partially corresponding object boundaries -Fuse common boundaries, which likely correspond to the same object and which are close to each other This leads to a matching approach, which analyzes correspondences between objects locally, on a point-to-line basis. An integrated linear equation system is set up which establishes correspondences between all points of an object to possible corresponding lines of the other datasets. The equation system is solved by Least Squares Adjustment. The decision concerning a possible correspondence is taken based on the following similarity criteria: -Distance between objects -Local geometric similarity (direction of lines) -Similarity of neighbouring object classes
In this paper, the focus lies on the determination of valid local correspondences between object parts. To this end, a learning method is proposed, which analyzes existing datasets and extracts probable correspondences. In addition, also relations of object in the local environment of the objects are used, e.g. direction of an edge and feature classes on both sides of an edge. The paper is organized as follows: after a brief review on the state of the art and on previous work, the Least Squares Adjustment Approach is presented, where a major issue is the definition of similarities. This is described in Section 3. In the following section, the approach is applied to different datasets to show its potential. The paper concludes with a summary and an outlook on future work.
RELATED WORK
In order to integrate and fuse data from different sources, typically matching techniques are applied. There is a lot of research dealing with matching -one of the early works is by Saalfeld, 1988 . The methods proposed aim at identifying corresponding features in both datasets: simpler approaches just look at objects in the spatial vicinity, whereas more complex methods also take the relations of the objects into account (Walter & Fritsch 1999) . Li and Goodchild (2010) proposed a holistic approach for matching based on linear programming. Harvey & Vauglin, 1996 , address the problem of alignment and propose a statistical approach to determine thresholds for geometric variations of geometries, which leads to multiple thresholds. These measures take geometric and semantic accuracy into account. Using semantics as similarity criterion presumes that semantic correspondences between the objects in the different datasets are known -otherwise, they have to be determined (see e.g. Duckham & Worboys, 2005; Kieler et al. 2007 ). Some approaches target at matching data from different scales (Mustière & Devogele, 2008; Kieler et al., 2009 ). Most approaches target at transforming objects from one dataset to the other using a rigid transformation (Sester et al., 1998) . In addition, there are methods which use rubber sheeting approaches in order to homogenize corresponding objects (Doytsher et al., 2001 , Siriba et al. 2012 ). Kampshoff and Benning (2005) use Least Squares Adjustment to harmonize data, which allows including specific constraints, such preservation or enhancement of right angles or areas. Butenuth et al., 2007 , propose a flexible adaptation of corresponding object boundaries based on given weights of the individual objects. In Computer Vision, snakes are used for a flexible adaptation of objects (e.g. Neuenschwander et al. 1997) . The research in this paper differs in the way semantic relationships are gained through a learning process. Furthermore, the stochastic model in the Least Squares Approach allows to describe the deformation and movement behaviour of the features, and to determine quality and reliability parameters of the result.
APPROACH
The algorithm to match corresponding objects and eliminate the geometric inconsistencies consists of four steps: First the correspondences between the two datasets from nodes in one dataset to close by line segments in the other are established. Then a similarity indicator for each link is calculated, based on which in the next step the most promising links are selected. In the last step the selected links are used to minimize the geometric inconsistencies in a least squares adjustment process. In this section, we describe all of these four steps.
Finding correspondences
Due to scale and modelling differences, objects in the two datasets are represented in different dimensions. This holds true for slim and elongated objects such as roads and rivers: in the topographic dataset, they are modelled as lines (if their width is below a certain value), whereas they are modelled as polygons in cadastre. The other objects (e.g. settlement or vegetation areas) are modelled as polygons in both datasets.
To eliminate the geometric inconsistencies the strategy described in ) is based on finding geometric correspondences between two datasets and eliminating the geometric difference via a constraint least squares adjustment method (LSA). The correspondences are build via the perpendicular distance from a line segment P i P i+1 in one dataset x 1 , with a given covariance matrix  xx,1 , to a point P j in the other dataset x 2 , with the given covariance matrix  xx,2 . This constellation is shown in Figure 2 . To define whether a found correspondence is valid or not, two geometric thresholds are used: the perpendicular distance d ij , which must not exceed a given length and the projection of the point to the line segment p ij , for which small extrapolations beyond the boundaries of a line segment are allowed. In addition, the orientation angle  ij of the line segment is determined (Equation 1 and 2), which is also used later in the LSA process. A slightly different strategy is needed for creating links between polygons and corresponding polylines, where the polylines are regarded as the middle axis of the polygons. This situation occurs, when data from different scales have to be integrated, where linear objects are modelled as polygons in the large scale dataset and as polylines in the other. In this case two links in opposite directions are needed from each point (Dalyot et al. 2013) . In this paper we concentrate on the correspondences between polygon objects only.
In the first experiments, it has turned out that the correspondences build on the two thresholds for p ij and d ij alone are not reliable enough to be used in the LSA. Non correct links in the LSA not only lead to wrong adaptations between the two datasets, they also lead to topological errors like self intersecting objects and shifts with very high displacement values, that are exceeding the proportion of the geometric conflict. Therefore we must take additional criteria into account to find reliable correspondences between the datasets. In this paper we therefore present the approach of using semantics in addition to the geometric threshold values to create more reliable correspondences. In German cadastral and topological datasets every object carries attributes with its semantic description. These descriptions are the same in both datasets, but can be different for the same real world object due to different capturing techniques, different generalisation, interpretation and actuality. Therefore we use a Machine Learning approach, described in the next section, to determine a probability for corresponding pairs of objects in the two datasets.
Similarity indicator based on semantic information
A segment segregates a pair of land-use classes -which may also be identical. Semantically identical segments segregate two corresponding pairs of land-use classes. However, due to the semantic differences of both datasets, it is not given, that the land-use classes of corresponding objects are identical (see Figure 3) . Therefore, the goal is to link similar land-use objects.
As described before, a link connects a line segment from the first dataset with a node from the second dataset. The node is adjacent to a set of two or more segments (see Figure 4) . The aim is to identify if there is a segment in the second dataset that is similar in direction and semantics to the segment in the first dataset. If this is the case, the chance of having found two corresponding elements is high. The calculation of the similarity indicator consists of two steps: first, the calculation of the semantic similarity of land-use classes as pre-process and second, the derivation of segment and link similarities based on the semantic similarity.
Semantic similarity of land-use classes
The first step of our approach is to learn the corresponding land-use classes. For that purpose we intersect the two datasets. To consider only corresponding polygons and reduce the influence of geometric discrepancies we filter the intersection result. Intersection polygons smaller than nine square meters or with an overlap smaller than 1 % of the larger and 67 % of the smaller input polygon are removed. Also -as described abovecadastral objects with classes that correspond to linear geometry in the topographic dataset are not regarded in the process. Table 1 . Small part of the confusion matrix. The fields contain the summed up areas in hectare. Each line corresponds to a cadastral class, each row to a topographical class.
For the remaining polygons we sum up the areas in a pivot table to get a confusion matrix with rows for each cadastral and columns for each topographic land-use class (an extract of the matrix is given in Table 1 ). For an unambiguous assignment the confusion matrix would be a diagonal one. In our case we have some well matching classes (e.g. lakes and rivers) and not matching classes (e.g. grove). Other classes are segregated with a given uncertainty. In this example the residential and commercial areas have the maximum values in the diagonal element, but also a significant part matches to mixed used areas in the topographic dataset. The really rare mixed used areas in cadastral data mostly match to mixed used areas in topographic data. But in the topographic dataset a much larger fraction exits that is generated by aggregation of smaller residential and commercial areas. The diagonal element of mixed use is small referring to the fraction of mixed use in the topographic dataset and large referring to the fraction in the cadastral dataset.
As similarity measure the percentage of the combination (P CT ) calculated from the area of the combination (A CT ) divided by the smaller value from the area of the cadastral class (A C ) and the topographic class (A T ) is used. The minimum function is used, because the combination of the two classes cannot occur more often than the smaller partition of the combined classes.
The similarity values for the example from Table 1 are shown in Table 2 . Figure 5 visualizes the similarities from the complete sample dataset. A significant part of the features regarded as incompatible by the direct comparison were identified to be matching classes after the learning process (dark green features in Figure 6 ). Table 2 . Similarity matrix derived from the confusion matrix.
The fields contain the percentage of the class combination referred to the lower frequent class. . Differences between learned similarity and direct class comparison (green/red -feature similarity higher/lower)
Segment similarity
In this step a segment similarity indicator will be derived from the semantic similarity of the left and right pairs of land-use classes. First it is to decide which sides of the segments are corresponding. This is obvious when the two segments are parallel. In case of the direction being opposite, the left side is corresponding with the right side and vice versa. For orthogonal segments it is not possible to decide which sides are corresponding and for nearly orthogonal segments the assignment is very uncertain. The semantic similarity of two segments is calculated as average of the similarities (P CT ) of the left and the right land-use pairs. To take the directional similarity into account, we scale the semantic similarity with the absolute value of the cosine of the angular difference of both segments (∆α).
As result we have the following behaviour: Orthogonal segments are not similar, parallel segments with matching landuses in both datasets on left and right side are most similar. If left and right land-use pares do not match the similarity is also null. If only one pair matches a fair similarity value is calculated. Finally, the semantic similarity of the link is determined as the semantic similarity of the best matching segments.
Filtering links based on the similarity indicator
As described in Section 3.1, the focus in this paper lies on finding and verifying the correspondences between polygon objects. The used method obtains all links from all line segments in x 1 to the corresponding points in x 2 that do not exceed the given geometric thresholds. For this reason several links can end in the same common node of x 2 . A decision method based on the length of the link is proven to be not reliable enough, as small or slim objects can have a translation error high enough to catch the opposite side of its corresponding polygon (left), or the wrong feature in general (right), as depicted in Figure 7 . Therefore an additional decision strategy is used to enhance the confidence that the picked links for the adjustment are correct based on the available semantics of the datasets. For each point P ij in Dataset x 2 all the links starting at this point are captured. From the semantic analysis described in section 3.2.2 a similarity indicator based on the accordance of the land-use information on both sides of the line segment in the two datasets and the correct angle is obtained. Based on this indicator it is now possible to create a ranking for all links starting in this point. Only the best link based on the indicator is chosen to be used in the adjustment process, while the rest are excluded. However there may be cases where there is only one link starting from a point that still points on a wrong target feature and thus has a low similarity values. To take this case into account, a threshold for the similarity indicator that has to be exceeded is also used and the link is excluded from the adjustment process if there is low confidence in it.
Least squares Adjustment process
After the links have been filtered based on their similarity indicator, the least squares adjustment process is now adapted to the datasets. Using Equation 1 we create a functional model for a least squares adjustment process based on conditional observations. The goal is to minimize the quadratic sum of the perpendicular distances d ij , as we are not regarding polyline to polygon assignments, by shifting the line segment P i P i+1 of x 1 and the node P j of x 2 toward each other. To solve the mathematical problem, the functional model (1) has to be linearized to preserve the functional matrix B x , that describes the linear dependency between the given perpendicular distances d ij , regarded as contradictions w x , and the coordinates between both datasets, and the sought shifts of the coordinates v x . B x and v x are split up into blocks for each dataset x 1 or x 2 (5).
In addition, a stochastic model Q ll,x can be initialized, giving the coordinates of every point that is handled in the adjustment process as depicted in Formula 4, full information about its variance and covariance to other coordinates. This matrix can also be split up containing two sub matrices Q xx,1 for x 1 and Q xx,2 for x 2 . 
As the two datasets are acquired using different methods and techniques described in the introduction, there is no correlation expected between them. Also as there is no information about the correlation between points in one dataset available, so Q xx,1 and Q xx,2 are regarded as diagonal matrices. The solution is calculated so that the quadratic sum of w x is minimized. After the solution is derived, the calculated coordinate shifts are assigned to the two datasets. As a linearized model is used to solve the problem, several iteration steps need to be calculated until convergence is reached. Each iteration step consists of all steps mentioned before: 1. Find the links between two datasets. 2. Calculate the similarity indicator for every link and choose the best one available per point. 3. Run the least squares adjustment process. 4. Assign the coordinate shifts to the datasets.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The previously described algorithm is tested using the topographic dataset (ATKIS) and the cadastral dataset (ALKIS) from the area of Hameln in Germany, Lower Saxony. The overall area of the test field from which we show several examples here is 12 km² and consists of about 4000 polygons in the cadastral dataset and about 800 polygons in the topographical dataset. The first example shows a section around the river Weser (Figure 8 ). The goal is to align the riverbank in both datasets. The semantic meaning of every polygon is given via the colours, where blue is indicating the river and green is indicating a grove. The numbers in front of the brackets show the feature number of every polygon. The riverbank itself is formed by the borderline between river and grove. The issue in this case is that in ALKIS the grove is partitioned into very narrow polygons parallel to the riverbank, e.g. 976 (black) having a width of approximately 5 to 6 meters. Every polygon in ATKIS that is close to this constellation will lead to links to both sides of the polygon, but only the border between grove and river is correct in this case. Therefore we need to take the constellation of the semantics of the polygon boundaries into account. The links between the two datasets are coloured based on the value of the similarity indicator, where green indicates a very high confidence, that the link is valid, while yellow to red indicate a very low confidence. It is shown that based on the semantics included in the similarity indicator, the links that point to the riverbank show a very high similarity, while those which point to a boundary between a pair of grove objects get a low similarity. Before the adjustment process, the best links are chosen based on the method described in section 3.3. After the adjustment, the whole process described in section 3.4 is iterating for five times in this case. It has to be mentioned that due to the higher expected geometric accuracy of ALKIS data, for each iteration step the original dataset is put in it so that the ATKIS dataset is iterating toward the boundaries of ALKIS, also the variance of the points in ALKIS is set to be an order of magnitude better in relation to ATKIS. The final result is shown in Figure 9 . The ATKIS dataset is now aligned to the proper corresponding boundaries in ALKIS. However there are some areas left, where both datasets do not match perfectly. This is caused by the coarse density of the points in ATKIS, which do not allow a perfect alignment to the finer structures in ALKIS. A solution strategy to this problem is described in (Dalyot et al. 2013 ) and will be adapted to this process in the future. However, all the nodes of ATKIS align to the correct corresponding line features in ALKIS. Table 3 gives a brief overview of the adjustment results. As the mean link length and the mean shift are both the same order in the last iteration and below 10 cm, we can assume to have a convergent solution.
Mean Link Length Mean Shift First Iteration 2.74 m 1.37 m Last Iteration 0.07 m 0.06 m Table 3 . Results for first and last iteration step for the adjustment (test case 1)
Our second test example shows the importance of evaluating not only the semantic correspondence but also the matching direction of both corresponding features. The example is given in Figure 10 . In the lower left part of the object, there are several red links which are indicating that the confidence in them is not very high. The reason is that the boundary line in ATKIS (purple) is fetching not only the right side of the corresponding polygon, but also the opposite side. This is detected by the similarity evaluation process and results in a low indicator. The links to the correct corresponding line segment shown in green are trusted and therefore used in the adjustment process.
To reach a stable solution for this case, 14 iterations were needed. The statistical results are shown in Table 4 and the shifted ATKIS dataset is shown in Figure 11 . In this case, the ATKIS dataset aligns almost as nicely to ALKIS as in test case 1. However apart from the alignment problem caused by the coarse density of the nodes already mentioned, the bottom left part has build a peak which is not aligning to the corresponding polygon. This is caused by a missing link to the bottom part of the ALKIS object due to the link filter only taking the best quality link available for a point.
As the link to the left part always occurs to have a higher quality than the link to the bottom part, because these are almost perpendicular to each other, it is therefore judged with a lower similarity indicator. The third test case is an area around a small pond and is shown in Figure 12 . Its boundaries are shifted so far apart, that the problem stated in section 3.3 appears where the links can fetch the opposite side of the matching polygon. In this case not only the semantic information but also the correct orientation of the line segment helps to identify the correct correspondence, while the wrong assignments are filtered out. This nicely underpins the relevance of the additional similarity criteria introduced in this paper -as opposed to using only a distance based criterion.
To reach a stable solution of the adjustment, 22 iterations were calculated. The statistical results are given in Table 5 and Figure  13 shows the graphical presentation of the aligned dataset. The fourth test area is giving an example for a false positive line segment matching (see Figure 14) . In the semantic correspondence matrix, a link between a grove (green) and an agricultural patch (light green) has a higher probability than a link to a corresponding grove object. Therefore the links pointing to the borderline of neighbouring agriculture are more likely to be chosen, as shown by the green links on the lower side. Note however, that on the northern side there was no better correspondence, so the algorithms selected the less probable -solution, which in this case is the right one. Due to the indicated better similarity to the borderline of the agricultural patch, the algorithm tends to trust these links more than the correct ones resulting in the borderline of the patch being pulled to the bottom polygon, as depicted in Figure 15 . The reason for this wrong assignment is shown in 
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
Using the new similarity indicator for the adjustment shows that the confidence in finding the correct corresponding links has improved significantly. The problems to fetch the correct borderline in narrow polygons have been reduced, as shown in test case 1. Also finding the correct borderline side of a corresponding polygon appears to be much more reliable, as shown in test cases 2 and 3. This was not possible by using a geometry based measure alone. These promising results still have to be evaluated for larger datasets. Also, there are several further issues to include: e.g. the process for evaluating the similarity is now limited to a local point to line correspondence; in some cases it might be necessary to extend the field of view here and use information about neighbouring links on the same object to get a higher confidence that the right link is chosen for the adjustment process. Still, however, it has to be kept in mind that the problem is not a 1:1 feature matching, but a rather local adaptation to the best fitting corresponding line -thus neighbouring nodes do usually have different matching features. Also the algorithm for detecting the links with the highest similarity can be improved as it now uses only the best link available for a point and employs a threshold to eliminate links of a bad similarity. This threshold, however, has to be adapted to every situation, so it still has to be evaluated for a larger dataset (e.g. in the above shown tests, different thresholds have been applied). Further, the experiments have shown that in various situations it is helpful to obtain more than one link from a point to several line segments to achieve a better fitting adjustment result. This result can also be improved by splitting up the line segments from the dataset with the coarser point density (by interpolating additional Steiner points). Although the link similarity indicator gave good and reliable results for our test cases, there are possibilities that there are still faulty links chosen for the adjustment process, although they do have a good similarity indicator. This results from semantic differences in both datasets resulting from different actualities and interpretation while obtaining these datasets. These links lead to wrong shifts in the adjustment process and may cause unwanted collapsing geometric constellations after the adjustment process. Also significantly large shifts of a point in respect to the neighbouring ones may lead to topological errors like self intersecting polygons. Adjustment theory allows the evaluation the results with respect to possible significant errors. To this end, data snooping and/ or robust adjustment can be integrated to improve the stability and reliability of the adjustment result. Another issue to be addressed in the future is the fact that not all objects find corresponding partners in the other dataset. Those objects are eliminated from the whole adaptation procedure in the current approach. In order to also allow that these objects are adapted, one possibility is to apply rubber sheeting based on the vector field of the corresponding features. Another possibility is to further exploit the adjustment approach and include additional constraints between all the objects -similar to what is being done for the displacement operation in generalisation (Sester, 2005; van Dijk & Haunert, 2014) . This also allows the preservation the shapes, areas, and topological relations of the features while they are adapted to their corresponding objects in the other dataset. Overall, the link similarity indicator to improve the confidence in the link decision shown in this paper is giving good results in our test cases and gives the possibility to align two datasets in regions where a correct decision for the right correspondences is not possible based on mere geometric criteria.
